
PIN-ON BOUT
intricate & multi-layered
with accents

$ 20

MAGNET BOUT
same as above, but with a
magnet backing instead

$ 22

POCKET BOUT
extra lush & designed on a
card to place in pocket

$ 25

CORSAGE
petite blooms & accents
layered on an elastic
bracelet

$ 30

LUXE CORSAGE
same size as above, but on a
faux pearl and rhinestone
bracelet

$ 35
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12-INCH
elegant & petite, but
totally pretty

$ 215

15-INCH
our most popular size & full
of lushness

$235

18-INCH
this one makes a statement
with the the most texture

$255

20-INCH CASCADE
extra foliage extending from
the front

$ 275

24-INCH CASCADE
the most drama of foliage
draping down

$ 295

MINI TOSS
triple stem with a few
accents & foliage 

$ 55

7-INCH
petite, but still beautiful
for your besties

$ 75

9-INCH
top notch and a total lushie
for your girls

$ 95

FLORAL COMB
blooms & accents arranged on
a clear comb

$ 35

DAINTY FLORAL CROWN
petite little blooms &
textures on a wire base

$ 65

LUSH FLORAL CROWN
full amount of blooms &
textures on a wire base

$ 85

10-INCH
we think these are
great for cocktail
tables

$ 85

15-INCH
best for standard
tables, its our most
popular size

$ 135

18-INCH
let's load up your
vessel with all the
pretty lushness 

$ 195

6-FOOT FOLIAGE GARLAND
woven strands of mixed
foliage without blooms

$ 85

3-FOOT FLORAL SWAG
a perfect swag of blooms &
foliage for signage accent

$ 95

6-FOOT BLOOMS GARLAND
blooms, accents, & foliage
hand-tied together

$ 135

CHAIR TIE
blooms & foliage with a long
ribbon for a flowy finish

$ 65

MICRO FLORAL SPRAY
check out what these new
girls are on our Rental tab
of our site inspo video!

$ 125

MINI FLORAL SPRAY
perfect for clustering on
arches or using on
sweetheart tables

$ 295

LUSHIE FLORAL SPRAY
extra lush and absolutely
loaded for a grand look on
arches or sweetheart tables

$ 395

Floral Menu
custom design
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Looking for
something else?
just ask us!  we request a photo showing the shape, sizing,
lushness you are after...as that is what will allow us a
visual guide to custom quote your desired floral piece!


